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EDITORIAL
Alison Averis
Sitting in my office with my feet on the
heater while sleet and snow fly past the
window in the teeth of a shrieking east
wind, it is hard to imagine that in a couple
of months’ time we could be sitting among
bluebells and primroses in the sunlit woods
of Skye. Thanks to Chris Marsh, we have
a fine programme of events for the field
excursion this year.
In this issue is an article by Peter Quelch
about the new ethics of nature
conservation, and a piece from Roland
Stiven about the Aig an Oir arts project.
It’s good to have some articles about the
more cultural side of native woodlands.
However, we also have a contribution
about the West Highland Woodland
Grazing Project, and another fascinating
report from the Pinewood Managers’
Group. I’ve also managed to write up the
results of the questionnaire we sent out two
years ago: read this to find out what we are
all doing and what we want from the group.
Hope to see many of you on Skye.
Torrin, Skye. Photo: Ben Averis

NEW EDITOR
The post of Newsletter Editor will become vacant at this year's AGM. The post would suit
somebody who is interested in the design, layout and visual appeal of publications, as this is
where most of the work is. The actual editing involves little more than checking spelling and
punctuation in the contributions. It would also suit somebody who has, or who would like to
have, plenty of contacts in the world of native woodlands, as it is often necessary to solicit
contributions from members and from people doing relevant work. Each newsletter needs
about a week’s work to prepare for printing, then it has to be sent to the printer, proof-read
and, finally, posted to members. The Editor is also responsible for sending out the January
mailing, although this can now be sent electronically to those on the e-group (see below).
Editing the Newsletter is one of the more time-consuming Committee jobs and so for those
unable to do it as part of their paid employment, there is an annual honorarium of £500.
NEW PUBLICATIONS
If you have written, or co-written, a book or booklet which would interest our members, we
can enclose your fliers with our mailings. This service is free to individual members. There
is a charge of £20, to cover postage and packing, for organisations and non-members. We
can also get books reviewed - just send a copy to the editor. Conversely, if you would like to
review a particular book, please let the editor know. We are usually able to obtain a free
review copy from the publisher and, if you review it, the book is yours to keep.
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NATIVE WOODLANDS DISCUSSION GROUP NEWS

NOTES FROM
THE CHAIR
Gordon Gray Stephens

Photo: Ben Averis

“Like March snow off the dyke” seems apposite this year, at least in Argyll, where we went
from the most snow I’ve seen in a decade to no snow left in under 24 hours. Places for the
Annual Excursion are going nearly as quickly, so book your place now, or you’ll not get to see
what Chris Marsh has arranged for us.
Chris has co-incidentally arranged an excursion programme which almost exactly matches
the visits made when the NWDG last visited Skye in 1991. He found this out only after he
had made the arrangements, and was speaking to someone who had attended the event.
The committee has no archive of the Excursion programmes, which is a shame as it would
be interesting information to have on record, and would also help to inform organisers when
we revisit areas. If you have a total or partial record, it would be good to hear from you
(Gordon.graystephens@scottishnativewoods.org.uk).
The Draft Scottish Forestry Strategy is now out to consultation, and the Committee will be
working on a paper which will look at the Strategy from the native woodland perspective. This
will be on our website www.nwdg.org. There are some really encouraging snippets in the
strategy, for example:


A target of 40,000 ha of native woodlands created by 2015,



A target of another 50,000 ha of native woodland in management to improve
condition



An indicative target of 70% for the restoration of Plantations on Ancient Woodland
Sites

The Forestry Commission deserve our support for taking strategic decisions which will assist
and develop the management and expansion of native woodlands. However members might
feel that some of these actions could be bolder, or implemented more quickly (the PAWS
target is for 2050).
This week I was reminded of how easy it is to become rather fixated with Scottish forestry, at
the expense of what is going on south of the border. I missed the Group’s visit to the Lake
District, and the meeting I attended on Monday was the first since devolution at which there
were English and Welsh representatives. I don’t think it’s because I don’t go to enough
meetings! It would be good to find a convenient way of keeping in touch with developments
elsewhere.
It’s good to be able to report that membership renewals are going well, with almost
everybody already paid up for 2006. If you haven’t renewed yet there will be a membership
form in this newsletter and a red spot on the envelope. So please renew now, preferably by
standing order. Those who have not paid by October will not receive any more newsletters
until they do!
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FINANCES
Jeanette Hall
On 1 March 2006 our bank balance stood
at £5841.69. The full financial story for
2005 will be told at the Annual General
Meeting on Skye.
Photo: Ben Averis

NWDG MERCHANDISE
Bryophytes of Native Woods: A Field Guide to Common Mosses and Liverworts of Britain
and Ireland’s Woodlands by Carol Crawford is available direct from Carol. The cost is £6.50
including p&p. Cheques should be made payable to The Natural Resource Consultancy, and
sent to Carol at 7 York Street, Ayr, KA8 8AN. There are discounts for orders for 3 or more
copies: contact Carol at tnrc@aol.com for more information.
NWDG T-shirts are available from Richard Thompson (address inside front cover) for £10
each including postage and packing. These high-quality garments are made of naturalcoloured cotton (a rich cream). They have the NWDG logo on the front and a portrait of a
veteran tree on the back. The printing is dark green. Sizes available are Small, Medium,
Large and Extra Large. Please make cheques payable to ‘Native Woodlands Discussion
Group’. These will also be available at the field excursion.
We have stocks of the following back issues of the Newsletter: Autumn 2003, Spring
2004, Autumn 2004, Spring 2005, Autumn 2005. Prices are £2.50 each including postage.
Please order from the editor, making cheques payable to ‘Native Woodlands Discussion
Group’.

NWDG E-GROUP
From time to time we, as an organisation representing the interests of native woodlands, are
invited to contribute to consultations. The latest of these is the revised Scottish Forestry
Strategy. We are the Native Woodlands Discussion Group, not a pressure group, and we
have members with widely-ranging views and opinions. For these reasons we feel it is
inappropriate for the committee to undertake the responsibility of submitting a corporate
response to such consultations (even assuming we could agree among ourselves). We are a
democratic group and what we say should truly reflect the views of our members. This is
why we have set up the NWDG e-group. It exists so that every member has the opportunity
to contribute to consultations and to post up items for discussion. If you would like to be
included, all you need to do is to send an e-mail to that effect to Rachel Avery at
rachel_avery@yahoo.co.uk. Please be reassured that you will not be bombarded with emails from then on. The system is configured so that replies go to the sender only, not to all
members of the group. The activities of the e-group will be summarised in the Newsletter as
well as on the e-group itself, so there will be an opportunity to find out what has been said
and done. We'll also be able to use the e-group to give you advance notice of events such
as the excursion and workshops.
Thanks to those who have already supplied e-mail addresses and joined the NWDG e-mail
group. From the committee’s point of view this helps to save us some admin time, and we
hope that participants will appreciate an increased flow of information about NWDG and
other native woodland activities.
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SUMMER EXCURSION 2006: ISLE OF SKYE
25-28 May 2006
Chris Marsh
Just a final reminder of our exciting annual field meeting…
As detailed in both the Autumn newsletter and New Year mail shot, site visits planned include
a number of projects across south Skye and neighbouring Lochalsh that conveniently fit
under the heading “Managing landscape-scale change at both macro and micro levels”.
Those members who have already misplaced their copies of the booking form and itinerary
sheet can visit www.nwdg.org.uk, click on ‘Events’, and furnish themselves with replacement
copies if needs be. Those without internet access should contact Chris or Alison direct for
paper copies of the booking form – addresses inside front cover.
To quickly recap we will be visiting:
 High Pasture Cave – an archaeological dig within a Site of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSI) hazelwood which is revealing interesting glimpses of cultural practices and
livestock/woodland management going back 4,000 years (www.high-pasture-cave.org for
more information).
 The Strathaird and Torrin estates – owned by the John Muir Trust and managed in
partnership with local communities – where native woodland restoration and regeneration
are important
components of
past
(15-year) and future management
(www.jmt.org/cons/skye/)
 Coille Mhor, Balmacara – an Special Area for Conservation Atlantic oakwood under
National Trust for Scotland & Forestry Commission Scotland (FCS) ownership. Discussion
will focus on invasive species, recreational access and mechanisms for restoration of
commercial forest margins sympathetic to lower plants and oakwood habitat integrity.
 The Kyleakin & Kinloch Hills Restoration Project – 7000 ha FCS estate where conifer
removal, deer control and native woodland planting is aimed at a four-fold increase in
native woodland. Archaeology, lichens and butterflies abound.
 Thursday night: inaugural meal (inclusive in booking fee); Friday night: concert of
traditional music (Macsharry; £10 on the door); Saturday evening: AGM and NWDG
ceilidh.

Kyleakin and Kinloch Hills, Skye

Photo: Chris Marsh

Since first putting the logistics of this meeting together last autumn, there have been two
developments: Firstly I’ve come up with an even better unifying heading for the meeting.
Some may regard this as a rather superfluous change but bear with me. Here’s the new title:
“Restoration: of what, to what, and why?”. Why is this better? Well, as ‘Restoration’ is the
common theme running throughout the field meeting, these questions will inevitably and
frequently be posed by attendees as we travel from site to site. To understand a prescription
for change one needs to understand the rationale for change. The questions are, after all,
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fundamental to anyone proposing ‘restorative change’. Woodland restoration requires not
only an assessment of the condition and inherent ‘value’ of the woods but – of equal
importance – to see these values in the context of all other components of the landscape.
This assessment naturally leads the would-be Restorer to consider underlying ‘Dynamics’:
why are things the way they are? What prevailing and historic cultural practices have led to
present suppression/promotion/distribution of habitats etc.? Through understanding
dynamics, management can be prescribed to effect Restoration. Of course, I have attempted
here to distil a complex and widely variant discipline into just a few sentences but are these
not vital thought processes in considering and managing effective habitat restoration? Am
happy to debate this between jigs and reels at the Saturday night ceilidh – meantime I
propose the above title change for your consideration. This will not in anyway restrict
discussion to lofty debates about ‘rationale’ I’m sure.
The second thing that has happened since my concoction of the field meeting itinerary, is
that I have now discovered that the upcoming meeting is almost identical (in terms of sites
being visited) to the 1991 NWDG annual field meeting held on Skye. Many thanks to Alan
Drever for first bringing this to my attention and then Colin Parsons for providing me with a
copy of the follow-up reports printed in the Autumn 1991 newsletter. 1991 was indeed the
year before my arrival on Skye; however, my complete ignorance of this event over
subsequent years amazes me. However for those NWDG veterans who did attend the 1991
event – I know some are returning this year – the field meeting will have an added dimension
in offering an opportunity to see some large-scale changes implemented over the intervening
15 years. These changes may be in the visual appearance of a hillside or equally likely a
change in the mindset of a woodland custodian. The 1991 event had perfect weather on the
last weekend in late May so I hope we don’t see too much change…
As I write (23rd March), over 3 dozen bookings have been received for the Field Meeting and
the accommodation available to NWDG at the Gaelic college has dwindled to the last few
single and twin rooms. As mentioned previously, I’ll notify the NWDG e-group once all
college accommodation is booked up. I also intend to circulate to the e-group a car share
sheet in early May so that attendees can see whether there is an opportunity to hook up with
like-routed peers.
In all other matters relating to the field meeting, please e-mail (address inside front cover) if
you have any queries or thoughts. See you in May.

Oak at Balmacara

Photo: Ben Averis

PLEASE READ THIS: DISCOUNT FOR WRITING EXCURSION REPORTS
Every year, a few participants on the excursion are asked to write a report of one of the
visits. Although people have always done this fairly willingly, it is a responsibility and so we
have decided to acknowledge this by offering a discount of £15 from the excursion fee for
each person who volunteers to write a report. If you would like to take advantage of this
it would be a great help to hear from you before the excursion starts. Please get in touch
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with Chris or Alison (addresses inside front cover) as soon as possible – or see us when you
register at the beginning of the excursion.
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LOWER PLANTS WORKSHOPS IN 2006

Yet again, we plan to run identification workshops for lichens and bryophytes this autumn.
This year both the bryophyte and lichen workshops will be in the same area, in Morvern in
the mid-western Highlands. Exact sites for field visits have not yet been chosen but there
are enough excellent woods here to accommodate us, probably with the lichen and bryophyte
courses visiting different sites to make it more interesting for any folk who may come to both
workshops.
The Bryophyte Workshop will run from the evening of Thursday 26th October to the
afternoon of Saturday 28th October 2006. The tutor will be Ben Averis.
th

The Lichen Workshop will run from the evening of Thursday 9 November to the afternoon
th
of Saturday 11 November 2006. The tutors will be Sandy and Brian Coppins.
Both workshops will be based at:
The Lochaline Dive Centre, Lochaline, Morvern, Argyll PA34 5XT. Tel: 01967 421627
E-mail: lochaline.divecentre@virgin.net Website: www.lochalinedivecentre.co.uk
Comfortable self-catering accommodation is available here at a cost of £14 per person per
night. There are 12 rooms, each with two bunk beds and en-suite wash-hand basin and
toilet, and also showers, a drying room, a well-equipped kitchen and a large room which we
can use for evening indoor sessions. Bedding is provided, so all we will need to bring is
towels and food (though some of us might like an evening meal at the nearby Lochaline
Hotel which does
good food). It is unlikely that other
people will be staying here at the same time, so we’ll probably have the whole place to
ourselves (the Dive Centre, that is – not the whole of Morvern!) Other accommodation is
available at the Lochaline Hotel (tel 01967 421657) but we would encourage you to stay at
the Dive Centre to provide them with business in return for the use of their room for evening
indoor sessions.
Booking forms for these workshops are included on a separate sheet sent with this
newsletter. They are also available from the website www.nwdg.org.uk and from Ben and
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Alison Averis, 2 Traprain Cottages, Haddington, East Lothian EH41 4PY; tel. 01620 860029;
e-mail abg.am.averis@virgin.net
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ARTICLES
VALUES IN NATURE AND THE ENVIRONMENT (VINE)
Peter Quelch

In 2005 a group of experienced nature agency people set up a discussion group, which held
its first exploratory meeting at Schumacher College, Devon in March 2005. I was not able to
attend that meeting but got in touch later via an e-mail group as the group took its first steps.
This year, however, I was able to attend their second meeting, held on 20 – 21 Jan at Plas
Tan y Bwlch, a beautifully-situated field study centre in Snowdonia. The cost of the meeting
was minimal as the Countryside Council for Wales and other agencies footed the bill for an
overnight stay for 40 or so people. It was an unusual and enjoyable event; discussing the
st
ethics and visions of nature conservation in the 21 Century. Many participants are tired of
the excessive bureaucracy and target-centred approach of some agencies and are looking to
rekindle a new philosophy behind our work.
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Although I was from a less conservation-oriented background than many of the participants, I
found a lot of common ground, considering my involvement in semi-natural woodland
management for the last 15 years. You realise that you are thinking of the same sorts of
questions as many other people, and you are all looking for a sound way forward on issues
such as conservation grazing, the relative values of cultural and natural heritage, and so on.
There are intense debates going on in the conservation world over the emphasis on natural
processes in wider land use, as against selected site-based conservation in reserves or
designated land, and also the values of a new wild land approach, bypassing the traditional
small reserves approach. Ecos magazine carries a lot of articles on these themes, and many
leading participants in VINE are members of the British Association of Nature
Conservationists (BANC). There is also strong support from the joint Forum for the
Application of Conservation Techniques, and links to the Grazing Animals Project.
So the two project objectives are:
 To help the development of a philosophical framework for nature conservation for the 21st
Century
 To help make this available to land managers to support, motivate and inspire them and
those with whom they work, when managing designated sites and the wider countryside.
There is an interest in the role of arts and the spiritual side to conservation, and in plainly
recognising that alongside the normal scientific aspects. This is something which chimes with
NWDG members, who instinctively realise the importance of music and drama (!) in dealing
with native woods.
So if any NWDG member wants to find out more about this group, and get copies of minutes
or past papers, get in touch with me at peter.quelch@btinternet.com, and I can pass on info
or put you in touch with the VINE membership and email group.

Photo: Ben Averis
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AIG AN OIR – AT THE EDGE: WILDLIFE ART FROM SCOTLAND’S OAKWOODS
Roland Stiven
Mention Caledonian pine forests to most people in Scotland and you will get, at least, a nod
of recognition. Talk about Atlantic oakwoods and there will be few who know what you mean.
The Aig an Oir exhibition of wildlife art displayed at the Royal Botanic Gardens in Edinburgh
last autumn was all about raising awareness of Scotland’s Atlantic oakwoods. Home to a
wide range of wildlife including internationally important communities of lower plants, many
of these oakwoods are now designated as European ‘special areas for conservation’.
The project was put together by Forestry Commission Scotland in partnership with the
Society of Wildlife Artists and HI (Highlands & Islands) – Arts. Over forty artists, from across
the UK and abroad, took part in a programme of residencies and individual visits to three
areas with important concentrations of oakwoods. These were the Kinloch and Kyleakin hills
in Skye, the oakwoods of Sunart and Morvern, and the woods of Taynish and Knapdale in
mid-Argyll. In each area Forestry Commission Scotland is working with local communities
and private landowners to look after the remaining areas of oakwood and restore the habitat
th
to areas which were planted up with introduced conifers in the latter part of the 20 Century.
Battling rain, wind and midges, groups of wildlife artists spent a week in each site interpreting
the landscape and its wildlife and producing a body of work – mostly paintings and drawings
as varied as the oakwoods themselves. Exhibitions were held in each locality during the
spring of 2005 and the whole collection of over 140 pieces was displayed at the national
exhibition in Edinburgh in the autumn of 2005. The exhibition was framed in Scottish ash
wood from Lothian Timber, a small Scottish hardwood mill near Dalkeith.
Several of the wildlife artists made return trips to the areas, leading a series of wildlife art
events in the oakwoods, including working with groups of schoolchildren and local artists and
running open events for local people.
The response at every level has been remarkable. The wildlife artists, many of them
accomplished naturalists, were delighted to discover or re-discover the oakwoods. The
community events brought local people out into the woods on their doorstep – sometimes for
the first time, and the exhibitions brought thousands of people an understanding of the
beauty and value of the Atlantic oakwoods.
Conservation has tended to become the domain of the scientist. There have been many
studies by botanists, entomologists, ecologists and even archaeologists in these woods, most
of which probably gather dust on library shelves. Perhaps it takes artists to really portray the
beauty and diversity of our native woodlands in a lasting way and inspire and enthuse people
to value and conserve them.
The success of this ambitious project relied on the commitment of the partner organisations
and additional funding from the European Leader + programme and Lochaber Enterprise. It
is hoped that its success will encourage further projects linking art and the natural
environment across Scotland.
Full details of the project can be found on the Forestry Commission website
www.forestry.gov.uk/aiganoir. Forestry Commission Scotland has also distributed a CD
describing the project and including all the paintings exhibited. A book has been published
displaying the artwork with an accompanying text by the wildlife writer Robert Burton, which
gives the background to the oakwoods – their history, the wildlife and current efforts to
restore the woods. The book ‘At the Edge – Scotland’s Atlantic Oakwoods’ published by
Langford Press (2005) ISBN 1-904078-18-4 can be ordered from bookstores priced £35.
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TREES AND LIVESTOCK CAN GROW TOGETHER – THE BACKGROUND BEHIND
THE WEST HIGHLAND WOODLAND GRAZING PROJECT
Lucy Sumsion

Photo: Ben Averis

Over the last ten years there has been increasing recognition of the important role grazing
livestock can play in encouraging natural regeneration and enhancing the biodiversity value
of woodlands. In addition, as many farmers will acknowledge, woodlands can provide
livestock with important shelter that benefits and helps to sustain the whole farm enterprise.
During 2005, Argyll Farming & Wildlife Advisory Group has been involved in partnership with
Forestry Commission Scotland (FCS), Scottish Executive Environment and Rural Affairs
Department (SEERAD), Scottish Agricultural College (SAC), Scottish Native Woods (SNW)
and Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) in promoting both the conservation and economic value
of woodland grazing through the West Highland Woodland Grazing Project (WHWGP). The
project has been operating under the umbrella of the Argyll & Bute Biodiversity Partnership.
The announcement in November 2004 by the Forestry Commission Scotland of the new
Stewardship Grant (S9) for Controlled Livestock Grazing in Woodlands has been a major
step forward and was welcomed by many, both farmers and conservationists. This Grant will
contribute towards the costs of establishing and maintaining woodland conservation grazing
schemes.
If the Pilot scheme can demonstrate that conservation grazing in woodlands can be
successfully incorporated into a mainstream funding mechanism (such as Tier 3 of Land
Management Contracts) there could be significant environmental, economic and social gain
achieved. It would certainly help in securing the sustainability of some farms and crofts. The
WHWGP project sought to demonstrate that livestock can be regarded as another forest
product and that woodlands can be managed to optimise production of a wide range of
products with follow-on benefits to the local economy.
Following the Scottish Executive Woodland Grant Scheme/Farm Woodland Premium
Scheme (WGS/FWPS) Review (Scottish Executive 2002), the Forestry Commission
launched the new Scottish Forestry Grant Scheme (SFGS) in 2003. Conservation grazing in
woodlands, however, had not been included as a management option. The WGS/FWPS
Review Report had stated that “to engineer an integrated support scheme covering Sheep
Annual Premium, Forage Area and SFGS: Farmland Premium type support would be
enormously complicated.” It would appear that it is for this reason that no management
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options, and consequently no payment rates, were drawn up under SFGS. At present the
rules of the Rural Stewardship Scheme (RSS) state that the Management of Native or SemiNatural Woodland is eligible only where Forestry Commission assistance is not appropriate
to the site. Although we have seen the introduction of the Wood Pasture Management
Prescription under RSS this is limited to a number of recognised sites. The reality is that very
few woodland sites are considered ineligible for SFGS assistance and hence conservation
grazing of native woodlands is not being pursued as a management option under RSS. Up
until the launch of the Pilot S9 Stewardship Grant SFGS was not able to grant support for
woodland grazing either. So conservation woodland grazing was in effect excluded from any
grant funding mechanism.
It was for this reason that the rationale for the West Highland Woodland Grazing Project was
drawn up. The project aimed to demonstrate how farming and forestry objectives could be
integrated in a totally new and innovative way.
In February 2004 the WHWGP held a Woodland Grazing Workshop in Argyll. One of the
main outcomes from that workshop was recognition of the biodiversity benefits of woodland
grazing and a rallying call for a more integrated and holistic approach to farm and woodland
management. One year on, in March 2005, a second workshop was held in Argyll, with over
100 people attending; farmers, crofters, land managers, foresters, advisers, researchers,
conservationists and agency staff from SNH, SEERAD and FCS. This year saw delegates
coming from all over Scotland with some also travelling from south of the border.
The aim of the 2nd Woodland Grazing Workshop was to give participants the opportunity to
find out more about both the science and practice of managing woodlands with livestock.
This event gave more practical information and advice and promoted the sharing of
experiences and information relevant to the role of livestock in woodland management.
2005 was an extremely active one for the WHWGP; I believe that the WHWGP has been
instrumental in influencing the development of the Pilot Stewardship Grant; we have held two
successful workshops and subsequently produced proceedings for both; we have undertaken
a field-based review of woodland grazing sites in Argyll & Lochaber and produced two
newsletters currently with a distribution list of over 500 names. A draft woodland grazing
toolkit has now been produced. It is intended that this will be used by advisers who are
involved in drawing up Grazing Plans under the S9 Pilot for Controlled Livestock Grazing in
Woodlands. Alongside the development of the Toolkit, Meg Pollock from SAC has been
developing appropriate monitoring protocols for the S9 Pilot. The monitoring procedures that
have been drawn up will assist in assessing the effectiveness of a grazing regime within a
woodland habitat mosaic. One of the guiding principles for the development of the monitoring
protocols was that they should be an aid to the farmer or land manager in making decisions
about stocking rates and length of grazing period. In order to achieve this some of the
monitoring will be undertaken by the farmers or stock managers. In order to give guidance to
the successful S9 Pilot scheme applicants two Forestry Commission workshops were held in
Crianlarich and Muir of Ord in December 2005 led by Meg and me in partnership with Nick
Mainprize of FCS.
So what will the future hold for the WHWGP? The Steering Group will take forward lessons
learnt from the workshops we have held, paying particular attention to the need for a
“practitioner-centric” approach, and also the requirement to develop a truly long-term
approach to the delivery of public benefits from woodland grazing. We aim to hold a series of
practical site-based visits on woodland grazing over the next 12 months and possibly develop
a dedicated Woodland Grazing website. Both of these projects, however, rely on securing
adequate funding.
With the launch of a new Rural Development Regulation in Scotland and the introduction of
Land Management Contracts here, one of the challenges for 2006 will be to demonstrate how
habitat mosaics, of which native woodlands in particular are a part, can be managed in a
holistic and integrated way, within the confines of future grant support mechanisms.
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If anyone is interested in receiving copies of the proceedings for the 2004 and 2005
Woodland Grazing Workshops and the newsletters, or would like to be kept informed of
future events, please contact me.
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The West Highland Woodland Grazing Project has been supported by the following
organisations: Forestry Commission Scotland, Scottish Executive, Scottish Natural Heritage
and WHELK Leader+.
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THE NWDG 30th ANNIVERSARY QUESTIONNAIRE, 2004
Alison Averis
Here at last are the results of the questionnaire we sent out in Spring 2004. This article is
based on my presentation at the 30th Anniversary seminar in Braemar in June 2004.
The first newsletter of what was then the Native Pinewoods Discussion Group came out in
1974. At that time there were 63 members. They were asked to fill in a questionnaire about
what they thought the group should do. Those results showed that most of the members
belonged to the group because their work was to do with woodlands. They were engaged in
research, nature conservation and practical forestry. Only 10% were woodland owners, and
very few had a more peripheral interest such as education or art. The areas of interest of
these 63 members varied, but the top scores were for botany, forestry and ecology. Quite a
few members were working on the history of vegetation and land use. It was felt that there
were too few specialists and that experts in more fields should be recruited. All the members
felt that it was important for the group to disseminate information about native pinewoods to
more people. And this obviously happened, because by the time the Native Woodlands
Discussion Group went its own way as an independent body in 1998, there were almost 300
people on the mailing list. Sadly, it seems that having to pay a membership fee discouraged
many of these people, and by 2001 we had just under 100 subscribing members. Now we
have around 150.
Most of the original 63 members felt that the ideal size of the membership was 30-50 people,
apparently based on the ideal size of a group at a field meeting. It's interesting that although
our membership is now much larger, in the last few years we have been getting around 30-50
members at the excursions. Most of those original members were happy with a one-day field
meeting once a year.
In 1998, the newly-independent NWDG issued another questionnaire to find out whether the
members wanted the group to do more to exchange skills and ideas, especially through
workshops. A surprising 16% of respondents said no. They thought the group should stick to
the Newsletter and the annual excursion, and leave workshops to others who were betterqualified to run them. However, 73% of members were keen on having workshops, and at
the Annual General Meeting that year the committee decided to run an indoor workshop on
natural regeneration and two field workshops; one on lichens and one on bryophytes. The
indoor meeting was really popular and successful with nearly 60 participants. The Lower
Plants workshops proved so popular that they have become annual events and are always
almost fully-booked, showing that there was indeed a need for low-priced, fairly informal
workshops that could be made to fit the needs of the participants. They have also been a
good way of recruiting new members: in one year we had 11 new members from workshop
participants.
The latest questionnaire was issued to mark our 30th anniversary and to find out what people
nowadays want the group to do. Thanks very much to all who responded. We had 51 replies
from 140 members – a return rate of 36.4% (I'm told that most questionnaires have a return
rate of around 20%). The respondents were fairly representative of the whole group. The
ratio of male to female was about the same as it is in the whole group: 70% male and 30%
female; an improvement on 1974 when only two of the original 63 members were women.
The length of time respondents had been members varied from a few months to the entire 30
years. There was also a good geographical spread of respondents from southern England to
northern Scotland, and from Skye to Northumberland. But I'd like to know why we hadn't
(and still haven't) got a single member from Glasgow.
Now we have the analyses of the responses to the questionnaire:
73% of respondents joined because their work related to woodlands, 25% because they were
interested in woodlands regardless of their work, 14% because they were students (all
postgraduate) working on woodland subjects, and 6% were woodland owners.
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Should we do more to encourage undergraduate students, woodland owners and interested
individuals – as well as Glaswegians – to join the NWDG?
Whatever the reason for joining, members are committed and interested. 82% had been to
at least one field excursion, and though only 16% of members have been to every possible
meeting since they joined, the majority have attended three or more.
We asked members to say how they thought the annual field excursion could be improved.
Most people didn't tick any of the boxes, which suggests that they think the excursions are as
perfect as can be. Of those who did comment, 9.8% asked for facilities for partners and
children and 7.8% for a wider range of activities. Very few – only 3.9% - asked for discounts
for students or unwaged persons, which suggests that we are not over-priced. In fact, the
main complaint was from people who found it hard to spare the time during the field season.
The Newsletter seems to be valued by everyone and the contents are generally popular. We
asked respondents to give a score out of five for all the separate topics we cover in the
Newsletter. These were the results:
Articles about woodland matters 4.5, NWDG news 4, Information about forthcoming events
4, Book reviews 3.8, Reports of meetings and workshops 3.8 and News from other woodland
organisations 3.6. Everything scored higher than average, though I was quite surprised to
see that reports of excursions and workshops were not rated so highly. Maybe people would
rather do things for themselves than read about others' experiences.
We then asked people to say what they would like to read about in the Articles. There was
support for all the subjects we listed, again, scored out of five:
Nature conservation 4.1, Woodland management 4, Woodland plants 3.8, History and
culture 3.8, Woodland products 3.6, Mammals 3.5, Birds 3.4, Invertebrates 3.2, Crafts 3.2,
Folklore 3.2, Art 2.9.
This suggests that our members' range of
interests is similar to what it was 30 years
ago, with most being keen on nature
conservation, woodland management and
plants.
However, there is now more
interest in cultural subjects and in
woodland products. But again, the more
fringe activities such as art, craft and
folklore are less popular – perhaps simply
because we have too few members for
whom these are their main interests.
Perhaps these people don't know about us
or, if they do, think we are exclusively
scientific in our dealings with woodlands.
Should we try to get these people to join
us?

Woodland Basket by Alison Averis
Photo: Alison Averis

People are really keen on workshops. Only 13.7% expressed no interest this time, compared
with 16% in 1988. All the subjects we suggested generated at least some interest. Here are
the results as a percentage of respondents:
Fungi 57%, Management techniques 53%, Woodland history 51%, Vascular plants 47%,
Vegetation surveying 47%, Art, craft and photography 33%, Food and drink 31%, Tree
identification 20%, Music, dance and drama 20%, Children and education 16%.
As a result of this we arranged two workshops on fungi in 2004 – an indoor one on
mycorrizae and an identification workshop. Both were well-attended, successful events.
Unfortunately, the planned identification workshop for 2005 had to be cancelled through lack
of interest, perhaps because it was to have been in the same place as the previous one.
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What stops us running workshops on management techniques, woodland history and so on is
a shortage of tutors, so anyone who would like to share their expertise is welcome to get in
touch. Tutors get an honorarium as well as their expenses.
Most respondents were interested in study tours to look at woodlands outwith Scotland and
the north of England. 71% were interested in trips in Britain and Ireland, 69% in mainland
Europe and 35% in the rest of the world. Only 20% were not interested at all. This suggests
that there is another need to be filled here and that most members would welcome the
chance to broaden their experience of woodlands.
About a quarter of respondents were members of the Lower Plants Section. Few of these –
only 20% of section members – have attended a lower plants excursion, although those who
have attended found them valuable for learning and for making contact with people
interested in the same things as themselves. It seems that members would prefer to play a
less active part: they want information on publications and relevant events, and a staggering
88% would like an identification service for lower plants.
The web-site was criticised for being out-of-date and with too few links to other groups,
though these issues have now been addressed.
The interests of our members are very wide-ranging, from straightforward ecology and
management to arts, crafts and music. The top scores as percentages of members were
Management 37.2%, Ecology 23.5%, Woodland restoration and regeneration 13.7%,
Woodland culture 13.7%, Woodland products 9.8%, Woodland history 9.8% and Biodiversity
9.8%.
This is a fair difference from 1974 when most members were involved in more academic
work on ecology, botany and forestry or were in conservation organisations. However,
ecology is still very popular and there is now much more interest in woodland history.
Woodland management and products are also far more popular now, probably reflecting the
growing interest in woodlands and their management following a period of neglect and
deterioration. There is also a lot of interest in woodland restoration and in biodiversity – a
word which was not in common use in 1974. It seems that there are now more people
actively involved in woodlands and their management. Most are happy with what they get
from the NWDG and almost all would like more opportunities for meeting and learning.
I often think of something McVean and Ratcliffe said in their Plant Communities of the
Scottish Highlands in 1962 – that nobody knew what happened in ungrazed woods in the
Highlands because there weren't any – and then compare that with today where there are
woodland regeneration schemes going on all over the place. Things have certainly changed
for the better in woodlands over our 30 years of existence.
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NEWS FROM OTHER WOODLAND ORGANISATIONS
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NATIVE PINEWOOD MANAGERS’ REPORT FOR 2005: VISIT TO GLEN
TANAR
Charlie Taylor
History
There is a long tradition of management in the Glen Tanar pinewoods, with the first known
inventory being carried out in 1691. This was repeated three years later to check the level of
tree removal. At that time the rate of felling was managed by licencing only 6 people to cut
trees. The earliest records of a forester being employed were around 1760 and timber
removal was authorised by marking legally felled trees with a special hammer. Throughout
this period livestock grazed the woodlands but this was controlled by herdsmen to minimise
damage to regenerating parts of the woodland.
However, in 1810 the owner, the Earl of Aboyne, needed capital for estate improvements
and sanctioned a wholesale programme of clearfell. The logs were floated down the Dee to
Aberdeen where they were used in the shipbuilding industry. By 1866, Professor McGillivary
(Head of Botany Department in Aberdeen University) was moved to comment that “all the
lofty trees had gone and he could only find young thickets along the river”.
This was followed by a sustained period of overgrazing by stock and deer and changes of
ownership. In 1905 the estate was bought by Lord Glentanar who had a greater interest in
the wood than in sporting. He reduced muirburning around the edges of the wood, leading to
waves of regeneration moving out from the forest from the 1930s. This was greatly assisted
by the completion of the perimeter deer fence in 1935, which contained the woodland. Deer
were also removed from this area – primarily to reduce the risk of tick infestation on the
adjacent grouse moors.
This has led to a current pinewood area of 1500 ha and three main age classes of pine: 250
– 300 years old (more inaccessible areas in the Allachy section); 150 – 200 years old
(thickets noted in 1866) and 0 – 50 years old (recent plantings and regeneration).
These were assessed by a combination of coring, old maps and ring counts on felled trees.
The dominant species is Scots pine with only 22 ha of broadleaves (mainly planted in recent
years) and some small areas of introduced conifers.
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Designations
Irvine Ross, Glen Tanar’s Forestry Consultant, stated that the pinewoods carry the full
“complement” of designations – they are a National Nature Reserve, Site of Special
Scientific Interest, Special Protection Area for birds) and Special Area for Conservation – as
well as being part of the Cairngorms National Park. The NNR agreement includes the 1500
ha of pinewood and a fifty-year management agreement has been in place with Scottish
Natural Heritage (and previously the Nature Conservancy Council) for the last twenty-five
years. This is aimed at maintaining a semi-natural native pinewood by achieving a
reasonable balance between nature conservation and timber production (e.g. extended
rotations). Ewan Cameron (SNH) said that SNH also own a core area of 182 ha, which was
selected to represent the range of habitats found across the pinewood. In this “Strict
Reserve Zone” the primary objective is to observe what happens with minimal management
intervention (presently, only deer control is allowed in this area).
There are ongoing discussions between the estate and SNH over a potential revision of the
management agreement to see if there is a need to amend objectives in the light of changed
circumstances over the last 25 years.
Regeneration
The pinewoods are in another expansion phase due to removal of stock grazing on the
margins of the forest following the demise of the hill cow subsidy. This has taken the
pressure off the need to actively pursue regeneration within the forest by shelterwood
thinnings and ground disturbance. It is also likely that, with expansion in neighbouring areas,
the Glen Tanar pinewoods will eventually be linked to those in Ballogie and Birse. Scattered
regeneration has been found over 1 km from seed trees – probably by the seeds being blown
across glazed snow. However, the densest regeneration normally lies within 100 m of the
seed trees. Throughout the forest and on the moorland edge, the main barriers to
regeneration are the deep heather and moss layer and grazing by deer. Following an
accidental fire in 1994 which removed the heather and moss, the estate has been at the
forefront of the potential use of fire as a management tool for regeneration. However, due to
the difficulties of working under the canopy, this is now mainly focussed on the edges of the
forest. Scarification will remain as the main technique for any future seed-bed preparation
within the forest.
Deer Management
Eoin Smith (Glen Tanar’s Head Keeper) described their annual dung and vantage point
counts, used to estimate deer population levels. The dung counts are collected from 189
transects randomly selected across 14 habitat types. From this, the population was assessed
as approximately 190 red and 100 roe deer within the forest. However, he has also carried
out a cohort analysis based on over 10 years of cull data which suggests that the dung
counting may only be estimating 50-60% of the population. Currently, 60-80 red deer are
culled within the forest and there is a feeling that some hill deer are still being recruited
following the removal of the eastern march fence in 1999. This was at the end of its life and
was removed to reduce potential fence strikes by capercaillie. It was not replaced, as the
aims of owners to the east in relation to deer numbers are compatible with the estate’s
objectives. The western march fence is still retained as Glen Muick Estate is primarily deer
forest.
SNH also monitor browsing levels on 10 fixed transects established in 1982. This highlights
the variation in browsing across the forest, and shows that management of deer in these
situations is not just a “numbers game”: monitoring of trends in populations and their effects
are vital to give a more rounded picture. This is supplemented by a Beckmeroff transect
established in 1989 which provided a detailed base-line on forest structure and recruitment
across the “Strict Reserve Zone”. No date has been set for a re-survey but the intention is to
carry this out over decades or in response to a catastrophic event. One of the issues
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highlighted over this type of long-term monitoring is how to protect the data and maintain
corporate knowledge over long timescales.
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Additionally, some small replicated plots have been monitored by SNH to look at fencing.
These have proved inconclusive across the series but in the more heavily browsed areas
they demonstrate the potential effect of deer during the regeneration phase – 2.8 m trees
(fenced) vs. 0.6 m trees (unfenced).
Managing the habitat for capercaillie
The estate has received LIFE funding to carry out management to improve capercaillie
habitat. This has involved predator control, bracken control, deer management,
management of heather and provision of low-level shelter. As mentioned above, the estate
have successfully carried out burning trials which has reduced heather cover and
dramatically increased blaeberry cover within a season. However, the vagaries of weather,
lack of predictability of wind within the forest, manpower required and risk to standing trees
means that this method will now be focussed on the expansion zone on the margins of the
forest.
Swiping has proved to be equally effective in increasing blaeberry cover, but requires two to
three seasons of recovery to achieve the same effect as fire. The difficult and rough terrain
also limits where it can be successfully deployed. However, with perseverance, the estate
has established up a network of over 40 km of tracks and clearings. This has both improved
access for deer control and provided well-managed blaeberry areas with plenty of cover in
the untreated heather nearby.
Thinning is being carried out in the younger stands of pine to improve the habitat and future
timber production. This has involved variable intensities of tree removal, creation of
deadwood where none exists and piling of brash between racks to provide low-level shelter.
At present, the capercaillie population is relatively stable within the forest and it is hoped that
this work will sustain it through until better climatic conditions enable future expansion.
Managing people
Eric Baird (Glen Tanar’s Ranger) described the issues associated with over 40,000 visitors
per year to the forest. The main ones are the risk of fire and disturbance of wildlife,
particularly capercaillie. The best current advice on the latter is to educate and encourage
people to keep their dogs on a leash in the sensitive spring and early summer. Diligence and
weekend patrols have proved effective in containing the fire risk. This is backed up the
South Grampian Wildfire Group – a self-help group of estates with the ability to pool staff
and equipment, all working through a common radio channel.
2006 meeting
The 2006 meeting will be at Rothiemurchus on Thursday 4th May 2006 and will be organised
by Stuart Blackhall. It was provisionally agreed to re-visit Glen Affric in 2007. It was agreed
to establish a small working group (Irvine, John, Stuart and Charlie) to meet with Zoe Laird
and Gordon Patterson of FCS to discuss the issues associated with surveying the pinewood
remnants.
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